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IV 次の英文を読み，空所旦臣］～旦垣］を埋めるのに文脈上最も適切なものを，下の口二二］からそれぞれ

1つずつ選びなさい。

April is the beginning of the academic year in Japan and that means many children across the 

country are enrolling in new after-school activities. Many parents have high hopes for their child's 

potential when they register them in English and music classes, among other educational activities. 

But at the same time, they are worried about whether their children will be motivated enough to 

continue with those activities and whether their efforts will 且旦］． When it comes to keeping children 

motivated, however, an expert in brain science says the science is clear: It's better to praise a child's 

progress rather than offer materialistic rewards. 

According to Chihiro Hosoda, an associate professor of neuroscience at Tohoku University, the 

occipital lobe\ which is responsible for processing and interpreting vision and color at the back of the 

brain, is the first to develop in children. The parietal lobe月which is responsible for motor functions 

and helps people understand space, touch, and volume, develops Cg;刃． The development of the 

parietal lobe, near the back of the brain, peaks around the age of 5 - an ideal age for children to start 

taking piano or swimming lessons．豆王], the development of the frontal lobe3 - which is associated 

with thinking, creativity and intelligence — peaks around the age of 13. 

A key to brain development is improving the ability to keep making efforts, which is acquired 

when children, for instance, start taking lessons around age 5 and continue on through their own 

国 despite the difficulties they face or temptations to play. "In fact, this ability to keep making 

efforts will be useful in any field," Hosoda noted. "Even something as simple as memorizing one 

English phrase a day can help develop such ability." 

出典：The Japan Times, April 8, 2022.（一部改変）

1 the occipital lobe「後頭葉」 2 the parietal lobe「頭頂葉」 3 the frontal lobe「前頭葉」

匡
1. cause similar problems 2. attract more talent

3. bear fruit 4. begin soon

団 1. beforehand 2. initially 3. afterward 4. instantly

図 1. Meanwhile 2. For example 3. Therefore 4. In short

匡 1. issues 2. destiny 3. imagination 4. willpower
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図

1. you could buy these books at the university bookstore.

2. you could borrow eight more books.

3. you borrowed them on January 10th.

4. you destroyed these books.

1. Can I renew the books?

国
2. Can I buy the books?

3. Can I pay taxes online?

4. Can I fix the checkout machine now?

1. Recommendation letters were written for you.

五
2. A reminder mail was sent to your e-mail address.

3. Please submit your paper by the due date.

4. Return the books whenever you can.
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